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Let B be a Hausdorff topological vector spaoe with the zero element 0, and1°(0) a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0. Ve use the standard notations. The olosure of a subset X of B, its convex hull and its clfsed convex hull we denote, respectively, by X, oonv(X) and conv(X). If X.j, Xg ars subset s of B and t, s are real numbers, then tX^ + slg is the set of all tx.| -i-sx2 with x^ e x1 and x2 6 *2* For 1 ~1 we denote by f[Xl the image of X under f and by f n (n --1,2,...) the n-th iterate of f.
A family ST of mappings from a subset X of B into itself is said to be equicontinttous on X if for eaoh x e X and each TeT°(0), there exists Ue"P(0) such that ye X and y -xeU imply f(y) -f{x) e v for all fe^.
A subset X of B is said to be starshaped if there is a point bq6 X such that xeX and 0< t 41 implies tu0+( 1-t)x e X. Suoh a point u0 is a ailed a star point of X* Let X be a topological spaoe and ft X--1 be a map* A nonempty subset M of X Is said to be an attraotor for oompact sets under f is (1) M is compaot and f-invariant (that la, f[M]cjO, and (2) for any compact subset Z of X and any there exists a retraotion r of Z onto Q. Sinoe X<=Z, F[Q] « Q and Qc||ci, it follows that xi-K?(r(i)) maps X continuously into itself. Finally, suppose that there exists x Q in X such that F(r(x 0 )) • x Q . As r(x Q )e Q and Q is F-invariant, so x Q e Q<=Z. But then r(x Q ) » x Q and therefore F(x Q ) = x Q , and so the proof is complete.
The following theorem is our main results Theorem. Let B be a Hausdorff loo ally convex spaoe with a saturated family P of seminorms whioh generates the topology of E. Suppose K is a nonempty complete starshaped subset of E, and F is a mapping of K into itself such that there exists a subset M of K whioh is an attraotor for compact sets under F. If F is nonexpansive, then there exists a point x 6 K suoh that This implies p(r(x)-r(y)p(x-y) and we have finished.
Prom the above p(F(r(x) )-F(r(y)}) < p(r(x)-r(y)) ^ p(x-y) (pep) for x, y in X. Now, if we apply Proposition 1 we conclude that xi-*-F(r(x)) has a fixed point in X, which was to be proved.
